INTRODUCTION
let us consider the system of partial differential equations of elliptic type of the form A(^)uU)=0
(1) where e=1,2 j=1 2 being a constant square matrix of the second rank and u(x) = ^u^(x), Ug(x)J denoting an unknown vector function of the variable x(x 1t x 2 ).
We assume that the constants a^ satisfy the following •symmetry condition with Aj jj i e A ik *de A ej .ie (2 \ ik ki A Jk
Prom the above assumption it follows that (1) is a strongly elliptic system in Vishik's sense. If A^ are constants of the generalized Hook' a law. we obtain a system of statics of an -147 -It follows from the above definition that a matrix function g(x,x) satisfies the system (1) with respect to the coordinates of x in the whole domain B, and has the following boundary values at the points of the curve 1 lim g(x,x) = r(xQ,x) xQ t 1' (6) lim TgU,5) -Tr(x0,x) xQ£ 1" Consequently, the determination of g(x,x) and therefore also of G(x,x) consists in solving the mixed boundary value problem with the boundary conditions (6).
Let us join the points b^ and £^¡.+1 with arbitrary arcs L^ = t ) ic c ic a jc+-] lying wholly in the exterior of the domain B such that the curve L = 1' + Ii (L = ¿iL) is a Lapounoff con-»•1 K tour. In accordance with the results of the paper [2], g(x,x) exists and can be expressed in the form
L' M where G(x,y) is the Green' s tensor of the first kind for domain B^ bounded by a curve L and g(x,y) is the regular component. The matrix function /iCyjx) having at most a logarithmic singularity in the points a^, b^ is of class Ca on open arcs and is the unique solution of the matrix integral equation
where x denotes an interior point, which plays a role of a parameter.
SOME PROPERTIES OP TENSOR G
In the representation (7) of the regular part g(x,x) of the tensor G(x,x) the second component is the well-known 
kff«X.
Prom (10) it results directly that A jíjfG(x,y) P(y)dr = 2jtP(x) xe B (11)
Thus, if it is known that the problem (5) has a solution, then it can be represented in the form (10).
-151 - 4 . SOME APPLICATIONS OP THE TENSOR G a. The tensor G(x,y) defined above can be applied for the approximate methods. In the present paper we shall prove, that the method of expanding of the boundary function in the generalized Fourier series can be applied to the boundary value problem (5). Let $(x) be a solution of the first boundary value problem in the domain B1 for the system (5a) with a boundary condition 
where are completly defined constants.-Let
be a generalized Fourier series of the vector ftx^with respect to the orthogonal system of vectors (v Ö) (y)\. Representing [cp (y)j . in the form (18) and then replacing y (y) by »-¡ k (y) we consider the partial sum S^ of the N first terms of the series (19) -153 -Thus, the vector * n ,"
is a solution of the system (14) satisfying on 1 the following conditions
In virtue of (10), the solution of the problem (21) can be represented in the form which completes the proof. b. Properties of the tensor G(x,y) permit to give proofs of the existence of solutions for some mixed boundary value problems in a multiconnected domain, where on one of bounds there are given conditions of type (5) . Let be a closed Lapoundoff curve lying wholly in the interior of domain B bounded by a curve 1 and having no common points with 1. By B^ we denote a domain bounded by a curve l.| and by B Q a domain lying between the curves 1-j and 1. We shall consider a problem of determination a vector function which satisfies the system (1) in the domain B" and following bouncl dary conditions: 
